
Manage Your CNP Recurring Payments All in One Platform
Informed by 30 years of CNP RP merchant experience

Suspect you’re wasting money on dispute mitigation fees? 
Analyze all your dispute and mitigation efforts, holistically.  
Slyce360 will point to where you might be wasting money 
with duplicate or ineffective coverage, double refunds, or 
intentionally misapplied dispute mitigations that allow for 
chargebacks of more recent transactions


Worried about a rogue distributor or affiliate that could torch 
an acquirer relationship or bring down your business? 
Quickly identify a sales partner that could be exposing your 
company to regulatory, compliance and/or reputational risk 
that could cost you millions of dollars. Spot them before they 
become a problem too big to fix


Confused by the ever-changing authorization response codes 
you’re receiving and their impact on your authorization 
strategies? There’s gold in those codes.  Slyce360 identifies 
and monitors unique patterns or troubling shifts in your 
response codes to better inform your authorization strategies 
and dramatically boost customer name value


Frustrated by poor quality or confusing acquirer reporting? 
Mitigated disputes are being counted as chargebacks and 
triggering an audit. Missing or incomplete fraud reporting 
can derail your compliance efforts. Slyce360 ingests all your 
payments data, and cleanly presents the outputs in a series 
of configurable dashboards. This allows you to take deep 
dives into trouble spots, all through a single, leading-edge 
portal


Concerned about breaking one of the dozens of constantly 
changing association or acquirer thresholds? Daily alerts 
signal any potential looming issues within your chargeback 
and fraud data. System-generated Insights help you navigate 
away from the myriad risk and compliance trip wires set for 
CNP RP merchants


Slyce360 is engineered to work seamlessly with your CRM and 
payments data. Spend less time on representments, and 
substantially lift your win rates with Slyce360


 


Ask your processor, ISO, or payments enabler if 
they offer Slyce360. If not . . . ask them to reach 
out to  to join the future of 
CNP recurring payments optimization  

info@slyce360.com

Imagine a platform that allows you 
to better manage all aspects of your 
CNP recurring payments

Slyce360 provides dispute 
mitigation ROI analysis

Optimize your authorizations 
with Slyce360

Get automated, predictive 
compliance reporting and 
warnings
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